Host Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin - "Bob the Builder" - Part I >>>>>>>>>>
CEO Ilianor says:
::On Level 31, overseeing the upgrading of the Starfleet Academy facilities... with bulkheads removed, and new panels being put back in, engineers everywhere, 19 of them, plus Baranephelion, some installing power relays, others removing them, etc., etc., etc...::
FCO Ryushi says:
::In Space dock Control, sitting in his office, going over modification reports::
Host CO Martin says:
::Heading down on one of the turbo lifts, coffee in hand, and ready to do the rounds of looking over each section where upgrades are being made::
CEO Ilianor says:
::Himself, leaning into a newly-installed-yet-nonfunctional display, configuring the power relays that will eventually feed into it:: All: People, you're not working fast enough, don't make me break out the whips!
XO Bodine says:
::Arrives on level 33 looking for Cmdr. Burton and Captain Regnum::
OPS Burton says:
Self: Why, oh why does it have to be so tremendous on my first OPS posting. Maybe I should have stayed in sickbay.
Host Capt Regnum says:
::Sees the XO:: Hello Jo... I mean Commander Bodine, you know I've always enjoyed welding, grab a torch.
FCO Ryushi says:
::Gets up and walks out of his office, taking the lift down to the next level of Tier C.  He observes the engineers everywhere, replacing the old, silver bulkheads with sleek new transparent ones::
CEO Ilianor says:
::All around him, general noisiness and chatter abound... most of them, he doesn't even know all that well, just about their names more or less... maybe if they finish this well and fast, he'll throw a party for them:: *FCO*: Ryushi, I could really use your help down here, that is, if you're not meditating or kal-tohing or pon-farring or whatever.
XO Bodine says:
::Turns to find Captain Regnum half inside a wall working on something:: Regnum: John will do Vic, the diplomats are gone. What are you doing down there those pips so heavy you still find yourself on the floor?
FCO Ryushi says:
FO: ETA for the Tralge?

CEO Ilianor says:
*FCO*: RYUSHI... ::He accidentally drops a hyperspanner, and quickly catches it again before it has a chance to crash into his foot::
FCO Ryushi says:
<FO> FCO: the Tralge just dropped out of warp, sir.  They're vectoring in for their approach.  They need to offload.
Host CO Martin says:
::Makes stops on levels 17 and 27, getting various reports from the crew working there, before heading downwards even more to level 31::
OPS Burton says:
::Trying to contact Starfleet for a brigade of engineers::
FCO Ryushi says:
*CEO*: Sorry Commander, I'm quite busy.  A rather large ore freighter has just dropped out of warp and is currently vectoring in.
CEO Ilianor says:
*FCO*: Excuses, excuses. When you're done with that, I could really use your help down here with the facility upgrades.
OPS Burton says:
::Looking at the mess of what used to a fairly clean and operational deck::
FCO Ryushi says:
FO: I'll take it from here, ensign.  ::Sits in the now vacant control chair::
FCO Ryushi says:
*CEO*: I will see what I can do.  Ryushi out.
CEO Ilianor says:
::When he's satisfied with the power relay connections, he picks up his kit and moves off, to check up on the bulkhead assemblies, a short distance away... still looking rather ugly, too - and dust is flying all around, just before it's quickly sucked up by the well-maintained ventilation system::
OPS Burton says:
::Walks up to the XO:: XO: Do we really need reporters this badly sir?
Host CO Martin says:
::Steps off the turbolift, and looks around for the CEO::
Host Capt Regnum says:
XO: Oh yeah, real heavy, that and this welding torch ::Tosses a heavy torch at the XO's chest::
TO MJDoole says:
::In his office, drinking Jung Mok Tor, looking over security and tactical matters::
CIV Taal says:
::Walks into Ops::
FCO Ryushi says:
<Freighter Captain> COM: Arcadia: Arcadia Space dock, this is the freighter Tralge, request docking instructions, entry Alpha.
CEO Ilianor says:
::He looks down at Ens. Alliston, who's seated cross-legged in front of a new bulkhead panel, securing it in place... with a bit of a ho-hum sort of attitude about him...:: Alliston: Oh my God, if anyone, maybe I really should take out my whip, just for you... and trust me, I have more than a couple in my closet.
CIV Taal says:
::Approaches the science console and checks the system::
Host CO Martin says:
::Spots the CEO a short distance away, and makes her way over to the disarray of the assemblies:: CEO: Ah...nice sight, how are things going down here? Do you need a hand with anything?
XO Bodine says:
::Turns to Kurtis:: OPS: Oh there you are, umm .. Starfleet Command seems to think so, and besides Captain Regnum ... ::Points to the feet sticking out:: he likes them.
FCO Ryushi says:
COM: Tralge: Tralge, Arcadia Space dock.  Begin vector Alpha at my mark... ... mark.  Enter Alpha doors, surrender control to Space dock Control upon entrance.
CEO Ilianor says:
::He quickly straightens as he hears the CO calling behind him... spins around on his heels:: CO: ... Captain. ::He smiles...:: Things are progressing... um... apace. I have 20 engineers down here, and... so far anyways, we're totally on schedule. 
XO Bodine says:
::Attempts to catch the torch::
CIV Taal says:
::Looks around Ops::
Host Capt Regnum says:
XO: Like them, I more then like them, I am going to become one, ::Smiles widely::
OPS Burton says:
XO: Bah, leeches on the buttocks of society if you asked me... sir.
XO Bodine says:
Regnum/OPS: Man that's great ... Kurtis... Call Starfleet tell them not to send the reporters we already have one ...
OPS Burton says:
Regnum: UH yes, well good luck with that sir. I am sure you will be the exception, sir.

Host CO Martin says:
::Nods and looks around a bit:: CEO: Hm, looks eerily similar to the work I used to do on the Andromeda - are all engineers this messy?
CIV Taal says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Commander Burton’s comment::
FCO Ryushi says:
<Freighter Captain> COM: Arcadia: Enter Alpha Doors, transfer upon entrance, aye.
FCO Ryushi says:
::Watches as the Space dock doors open to allow the giant freighter to enter::
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: another freighter approaches Arcadia.
CEO Ilianor says:
CO: Well, there's method to our madness, after all, sir. Um... was there something I could do for you?
Host CO Martin says:
::Smiles and shakes her head:: CEO: Nope, I was just doing the rounds, and checking up on everyone. Seeing how it’s all going, you know?
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Don't fret to much Reporters can ruin your life this is true but they can also bring forth fame.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> @COM: Arcadia: This is Bob Eistern aboard the freighter Neisen, requesting permission to dock.
Host CO Martin says:
CEO: I'll move onwards, but let me know if you need more help - sometimes I miss the engineering department, ::Chuckles and heads back towards the turbo lift to continue on downwards::
CEO Ilianor says:
::Smiles:: CO: Of course, ma'am... um... thanks, I'll remember that. 
OPS Burton says:
XO: For themselves certainly, of this I have no doubts.
CEO Ilianor says:
CO: Ah! Um... I mean, sir...
CIV Taal says:
OPS: However, that would lead to paparazzi and numerous amounts of young women throwing themselves at you.
Host Capt Regnum says:
OPS: Indeed.
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Ah you’re to hard on yourself...
FCO Ryushi says:
COM: Nielsen: Nielsen, Arcadia Space dock.  Watch for vector Delta and listen for my mark.
Host CO Martin says:
::Stops and turns:: CEO: Hm?
Host Capt Regnum says:
CIV: From what I saw down on Risa last month, he doesn't need paparazzi to have numerous amounts of young women throwing themselves at him.
OPS Burton says:
CIV: I have enough of that already.
CEO Ilianor says:
CO: No no! Never mind, sir... I'll send you regular updates on our work.
FCO Ryushi says:
::Quickly turns and summons another flight officer::
FO: Lieutenant, take that station and guide in the Neisen, please.
CIV Taal says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: OPS: Paparazzi?
Host Capt Regnum says:
OPS: Besides, I'd think you would be more worried about Admiral Harlan's arrival tomorrow then a bunch of reporters.
XO Bodine says:
CIV: Hello Commander, is your Vulcan mind interested in these reporters as well? I imagine the complaints you have heard anything that unnerved Humans as much has to be worth a look? ::Wondering what the CIV is up too::
CIV Taal says:
Regnum: Yes, it would appear that way.
FCO Ryushi says:
<FO> FCO: Aye, sir.  ::Sits and begins::
OPS Burton says:
Regnum: Well sir, I have had a few. ::Smiling::
TO MJDoole says:
::Notices the freighter on the security cam:: *CO*: If you're going to let that freighter dock, have them dock in the Main Docking Bay Section 31.
CEO Ilianor says:
<Ens. Alliston> ::Snickering, as he continues his working, at ever the leisurely pace::


Host CO Martin says:
CEO: Oh, ::Gives a slight shrug:: Sir, ma'am - it doesn't matter too much to me. ::Smiles:: Have a nice day ::Disappears into the turbolift and orders it on down to level 33::
OPS Burton says:
Regnum: Admiral's usually shoot straight sir. but reporters well.....
XO Bodine says:
ALL: I wouldn't mind a few women right now ... speaking of Women anyone seen the Captain Lately?
CIV Taal says:
XO: My interest in these reporters is non-existent. However, I would not be opposed to a mandatory lockdown or perhaps mandatory brig accommodations.
CEO Ilianor says:
::Exhaling, he looks down, rolling his eyes at Alliston:: Alliston: What a nightmare that would be, if the captain helped out down here... now get back to work! 
FCO Ryushi says:
COM: Tralge: Okay, Tralge, Space dock, taking control.  ::Takes control of the Tralge and gently guides it through the doors and toward a large dock at Tiers D for offloading.::
XO Bodine says:
::Chuckles:: CIV: Funny ..
CIV Taal says:
XO: It was not an attempt at being humorous, Commander.
CIV Taal says:
::Remembers the incident on the Geneva with the Reporter attempting to kidnap the Captain and frame his photographer::
XO Bodine says:
CIV: No doubt, but you have successes.
CEO Ilianor says:
<Ens. Alliston> CEO: Fine, fine... ::Under his breath...:: ...slave-driver.
XO Bodine says:
OPS/Regnum: So things going okay here then?
OPS Burton says:
XO: I guarantee the thought of funny has never crossed his mind.
CIV Taal says:
::Raises an eyebrow, wonders if perhaps the Commander is the one to ask::
Host CO Martin says:
::Sips at her coffee, before stepping out of the turbolift at level 33::


CEO Ilianor says:
*OPS*: Commander? This is Ilianor. Just wanted an update on the upgrades to Level 33, please. Do you need any additional support down there?
FCO Ryushi says:
<FO> COM: Neisen: Neisen, Arcadia Space dock.  Begin vector Delta on my mark... ... ... mark.  Begin approach, enter through Delta doors, and surrender control to Space dock Control upon entrance.
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Ah, I believe you, but that is his loss it does not have to be mine as well. Why should I be emotionless just because he is? ::He says lightly and with a smile::
FCO Ryushi says:
::Guides the Tralge into her bay and gently brings her to a stop::
OPS Burton says:
*CEO*: Additional help? Why only all we can get! It's a mess up here.
FCO Ryushi says:
COM: Tralge: Tralge, Arcadia Space dock.  Docking is complete, extending supports and umbilicals now.  Welcome to Arcadia Station, Captain.
Host CO Martin says:
::Looks around, pausing mid-sip to look around level 33, before searching out OPS...or the XO...whoever is down here::
OPS Burton says:
XO: If I had a patient who looked like this in my sickbay I would seriously consider euthanasia.
CEO Ilianor says:
*OPS*: I... see. I can send some of my guys down in maybe a couple hours, depending on how far we get and if we can stay on schedule... Are you still on schedule?
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: the freighter docks successfully and Bob Eistern joins the teams making modifications and upgrades.
CIV Taal says:
<edit all instances of Ops to Level 33, and remove line regarding the science console>
XO Bodine says:
::Looks shocked then after a few moments looks oddly interested in the comment:: OPS: Have you ever ...... ::Does not finish the question::
Host CO Martin says:
::Finds the XO and OPS in the same spot and makes her way over to them:: XO: Ahoy there, how goes the progress down here Commander?
CIV Taal says:
XO: As a doctor, the Hippocratic Oath would prohibit that action.
OPS Burton says:
*CEO*: I guess that would depend on which schedule you mean the ahead of, the on time, or the we'll see sto vo kor before we finish this, schedule.
XO Bodine says:
CO: Ahoy Skipper. I was just asking Burton and Regnum that. ::Points to the body sticking out of the wall as Regnum once again::
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> ::Enters the room with the Captains, XO, CIV, and OPS:: Hello, which one of you is Captain Regnum?
XO Bodine says:
CIV: Ah but that was not the question, is he prevented from thinking commander?
CEO Ilianor says:
*OPS*: ... Fair enough. Two hours, I promise, and then I'll send five of my guys down. Only as long as you treat them well, and will return the favor if I need help... besides, I hear Sto Vo Kor isn't all that bad anyways.
FCO Ryushi says:
FO: You have Space dock Control.  I will be assisting Lieutenant Commander Ilianor.  ::Gets up and exits SDCON through one of the turbo lifts in the central shaft::
Host CO Martin says:
::Turns to the new person and points at Regnum:: Bob: that would be him over there. ::Gives him a funny look::
FCO Ryushi says:
Computer: Computer, locate Lieutenant Commander Baranephelion Ilianor.
XO Bodine says:
::Points to half of Regnum for the 5th time:: Bob: He is down there ..
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> ::Walks up to Regnum:: Regnum: A Pleasure to meet you Captain ::Holds out his hand to shake Regnum’s::
Host Capt Regnum says:
Bob: The pleasure is mine, Mr...?
CIV Taal says:
XO: No, Commander. He is only human.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> ::Still with his hand extended:: Regnum: Eistern sir, Bob Eistern.
Host Capt Regnum says:
Bob: A Pleasure to meet you Mr. Eistern ::Takes Bob's hand to shake::
FCO Ryushi says:
<Computer> FCO: Lieutenant Commander Ilianor is on Level 31.
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: The moment Bob's hand touches Regnum’s, there is a massive explosion knocking everyone to the floor, when the dust settles Bob and Regnum are gone
FCO Ryushi says:
TL: Level 31.
CIV Taal says:
::Slams against the wall::
CIV Taal says:
::Is disoriented for a while::
XO Bodine says:
::Taps comm:: *Operations*: Re ... Red Alert!
Host CO Martin says:
::Glances around a bit, looking at the mess - before getting knocked off her feet:: self; what the bloody.. ::Lays on the floor, rubbing the back of her head for a moment, before sitting up::
CIV Taal says:
::Slowly gets up::
CEO Ilianor says:
::He gives Alliston one last smirk... then walks away, to another display at the far end of the room, a master display, to link to the power systems...:: Self: I'll just have_ to send him down later.
CIV Taal says:
::Sees the Captain, and offers her his hand::
FCO Ryushi says:
::Is slammed to the floor as the turbolift grinds to a halt and red lights begin flashing::
OPS Burton says:
::Laying half conscious on the floor::
CIV Taal says:
CO: Captain, are you injured?
Host CO Martin says:
::Takes the CIV's hand:: CIV: thank you...no, I'm fine - what happened? ::Looks around:: Where's that guy, and Captain Regnum?
FCO Ryushi says:
Computer: TL: Space dock Control, Tiers C, Emergency override.  ::Holds on as the TL begins to move.::
XO Bodine says:
::Checks around the room for injured::
OPS Burton says:
Self: OHH, where am...... ::Puts his head back on the ground::
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: In the main ship bay Eistern's ship changes, the holographic facade changing to reveal one of the ships that had attacked Arcadia and caused it to rapidly spin back in the Arcadia System, it fires at the doors destroying them and flies out of the bay.
CIV Taal says:
CO: I have two hypotheses, one, the human male imploded taking Captain Regnum with him. Two, the explosion was used to cover up a transporter beam.
XO Bodine says:
::Taps comm again:: *Medical Emergency*: Deck 33 Medical Emergency!
CEO Ilianor says:
::Suddenly, he feels a rumbling... that builds, and finally they are all shaken, on their level... something's happened...:: Computer: Computer, report. Was that an explosion?
FCO Ryushi says:
::Runs out of the TL at Tiers C:: FO: Shut down all docking operations, emergency protocol.  Divert all incoming vessels away from the station.
TO MJDoole says:
::Hears the Security Alarms, jumps up runs for the door, grabbing his phaser off the desk, taps his commbadge:: *COMM*: Alpha Team, Security Alert, Priorty 1. This is not a drill. *COMM*: Computer: Initiate full lockdown of that sector where the explosion was. Authorization Mike Delta 637
FCO Ryushi says:
::Slams his hand into his chest:: *CO* Captain, Eistern's ship has just... decloaked?  and destroyed the Space dock Doors on Delta side.  They have left the station.
XO Bodine says:
::Hears the automated computer report loss of pressure in the Docking Bay:: Self: My God, all the workers .... 
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: Outside the station the ship vanishes from view.
Host CO Martin says:
::Nods, on her feet again:: CIV: Sounds like a reasonable explanation...::Hears the FCO:: *FCO* What? Who? ::Gapes:: Wait, - stop that ship if you can!
FCO Ryushi says:
::Points to the FO:: FO: Track that ship on the Flight Control Computer, as far as you can.
CEO Ilianor says:
<Computer> CEO: Sensors detected an explosion of the Space dock Doors. 
CIV Taal says:
ALL: We can safely assume the latter of my two hypotheses.

XO Bodine says:
CO/OPS: We better Get to Operations if we can.
TO MJDoole says:
*COM*: Sharpshooter take your team to Deck 33, Mine meet in Main Docking Bay...Move it People!
Host CO Martin says:
::Nods at the XO:: XO: Definitely ::Turns and heads to the turbo lift::
FCO Ryushi says:
<FO> FCO: I've lost them on the FCC, switching to LRS...
XO Bodine says:
::The doors close and bulkheads lock in their section the command staff as a whole is trapped in the section::
XO Bodine says:
Computer: Explain the lockdown! 
OPS Burton says:
::Tries to slowly rise from the deck::
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: A small freighter enters the system, identical to the one that just changed and left, it hails the station
TO MJDoole says:
*COM*: Redirect Lockdown to decks 32-34 and Main Shuttle bay were the explosions occurred.
CEO Ilianor says:
*Engineering DC Alpha Team*: Alpha team, meet me down on Deck 33. 
XO Bodine says:
<Computer> XO: Lockdown initialized by Chief of Security.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> @COM: Arcadia: Arcadia Station this is Bob Eistern, sorry I'm late arriving at the station, requesting permission to dock.
XO Bodine says:
Computer: Well override, damn it.
CEO Ilianor says:
Engineers: Emergency protocols, everyone, I have to head down there.
OPS Burton says:
::Lays back down at the sight of the sealed doors::
TO MJDoole says:
::Arrives in Main Docking Bay with security team, who fan out all over the bay, phasers and phaser rifles locked and ready:: 
XO Bodine says:
Computer: Clear a path to Operations, Authorization Ann Delta 2
Host Capt Regnum says:
ACTION: the computer overrides the lockdown letting the command staff get into the turbolift
FCO Ryushi says:
::Hits the comm button:: COM: Eistern: Sorry, Mr. Eistern, but we're currently in a lockdown situation.  I cannot allow you to dock.  ::Motions to the FO and mouths the words "ready tractor beam"::
OPS Burton says:
::Slowly rises again and wobbles to the turbolift::
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> @COM: Arcadia: A Lockdown situation? Explain what happened?
CIV Taal says:
::Enters the turbolift::
FCO Ryushi says:
::Mutes the COM:: *CO*: Captain, Mr. Eistern's ship has apparently... just entered the system... again... and he is requesting docking.
CEO Ilianor says:
::He runs outside into the corridor, and accesses one of the computer access displays, trying to figure out what the heck happened and what the situation is down there before heading down...::
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Doctor, are you hurt badly?
OPS Burton says:
XO: No I'm fine dad, but thanks for your concern.
XO Bodine says:
::Hears the comm he looks at the CO in Wonder:: CO: There is another one?
Host CO Martin says:
::Looks rather annoyed as the doors open again, and goes onwards to the turbolift:: * FCO *: He did, did he? Let him dock, but take him to the brig. Whether this guy is really who he says or not, it's better to be safe than sorry.
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Hey I am just asking ...
CIV Taal says:
ALL: Perhaps we are dealing with an anthropomorphic shape shifting species.
FCO Ryushi says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
CEO Ilianor says:
::He jumps into a Jeffries tube and begins to climb down to level 33, beyond the lockdown::
TO MJDoole says:
*COMM Reinitiate the lockdown behind the Commander. Allow command staff and command staff only through the lockdown areas and lock it behind them. No one other than Security and Command Crew get in or out of this area with the Commander's or my authorization.
FCO Ryushi says:
COM: Eistern: Sorry for the delay, Mr. Eistern.  We were in the process of initiating a drill.  Please transfer control of your vessel to Space dock Control.
OPS Burton says:
XO: Perhaps you should let mom know we are ok, she will probably be worried.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Computer> TO: Request Denied, lockdown overridden by higher security clearance, Level 9 command clearance required to reinitiate lockdown
TO MJDoole says:
::Self:: As you wish, Commander.
CEO Ilianor says:
::He exits on level 33, and heads to the area-of-incidence... only to find it under lockdown... behind, the DC alpha team shows up:: Self: Oh, for the love of God... *TO*: Hey, what's with the lockdown? Damage control is knocking.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> @COM: Arcadia: Acknowledged Arcadia, control passed.
TO MJDoole says:
*Security*: Commander Bodine overrode the lockdown. His decision. Physically secure the area. No one but Command Personnel get in or out.
FCO Ryushi says:
::Takes control of the Neisen, guiding it into one of the Docks on Tiers D.  He completes the docking, but does not release the airlocks::
FCO Ryushi says:
*TO*: Security to the Space dock, Tiers D, Dock A.
Host CO Martin says:
::Orders the turbolift to Operations::
Host CO Martin says:
CIV: Shape shifters?...Well...maybe. ::Wrinkles her nose:: Seems a little unlikely if you ask me though.
TO MJDoole says:
*McMicheals* Take over here. Follow my orders, unless redirected by Commander Bodine, Capitan Martin or myself. *Charlie Team*: Report to Space dock, Tiers D, Dock A. 
OPS Burton says:
::Leans on the wall::
TO MJDoole says:
::Heads for Space dock, Tiers D, Dock A::
XO Bodine says:
OPS: When we get to OPS, temporarily grant the CEO Alpha clearance, obviously Doole will have more lockouts.
CIV Taal says:
CO: It is that, or the possibilities of Cloning.
OPS Burton says:
XO: Dad, you look a bit different today. You wearing your hair different? Mom won't like that.
TO MJDoole says:
::Meets Charlie Team there a few moments later::
XO Bodine says:
OPS: What is with you man ....
CEO Ilianor says:
::As he waits for clearance from Operations, he activates his tricorder, scanning the region in front for instability:: Computer: Bypass any power relays that may have been damaged by the blast, and shut those down for the time being.
XO Bodine says:
::Looks at Taal for help::
Host Capt Regnum says:
<Bob Eistern> COM: Arcadia: Hey what gives, let me out?
FCO Ryushi says:
*TO*: Releasing airlocks, be prepared to take Mr. Eistern and his crew into custody.
FCO Ryushi says:
::Releases the airlocks at Dock A::
CIV Taal says:
::Sees the Commander looking at him:: XO: Yes, Commander?
XO Bodine says:
OPS: Why are you calling me dad?
XO Bodine says:
CIV: I am not his dad I think he's lost it ...
OPS Burton says:
XO: Man, that's the first time you have called me that. Why am I calling you dad. Don't be silly, you're my father.
CIV Taal says:
XO: Perhaps his knows something you do not, Commander.
Host Capt Regnum says:
<<<<<<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

